Let p be an odd prime and r be relatively prime to p: Let G be a nite pgroup. Suppose an oriented 3-manifoldM has a free G-action with orbit space M . We consider certain Witten-Reshetikhin-Turaev SU (2) , def denotes the signature defect, and jGj is the number of elements in G: We also give a version of this result if M andM contain framed links or colored fat graphs. We give similar formulas for non-free actions which hold for a speci ed nite set of values for r: AMS Classi cation numbers 57M10,57M12
x1 Introduction
Assume p is an odd prime, and that r is relatively prime to p; and r 3: Let G be a nite p-group, with jGj elements. We let a denote e 2 i a : Let M be an oriented closed 3-manifold with an embedded r-admissibly colored fat trivalent graph J: We include the case that J is empty. We consider the Typeset by A M S-T E X 1 Witten-Reshetikhin-Turaev SU(2) invariants w r (M; J) 2 R r = Z 1 2r ; t ] W, RT] where t is 4r if r is even and 8r if r is odd. Here w r (M; J) is the version of the WRT-invariant which is denoted I ? 4r (M; J) by Lickorish L] , assuming (also known as in this paper ) is chosen to be LetM be an oriented closed 3-manifold with a G action. The singular set of the action is the collection of points whose isotropy subgroup is non-trivial. Let J be an equivariant r-admissibly colored fat graphJ inM which is disjoint from the singular set. The action is assumed to preserve the coloring and thickening ofJ: Burnside's theorem asserts that the center of a nite p-group is non-trivial. It follows that the quotient mapM !M=G can be factored as a sequence of Z p (possibly branched) covering maps. It follows that the orbit space is also a closed 3-manifold and with an r-admissibly colored fat graph, the image ofJ . In this case, we will denote the orbit space ofM by M; and the orbit space ofJ by J: We nd a relationship between w r (M; J); and w r (M;J):
When the action is free, a signature defect ofM ! M may be de ned as follows. One can arrange that some number, say n; of disjoint copies ofM ! M form the boundary of a regular G covering space of a 4-manifold W; denoted byW: Then de ne def (M ! M) = 1 n jGj Sign (W) ? Sign(W) :
The defect can be seen to be well-de ned using Novikov additivity together with that fact the signature of an m-fold unbranched covering space of a closed manifold is m times the signature of the base manifold. This generalizes the de nition of the signature defect for a nite cyclic group H,KM]. As 3 (BG) = H 3 (BG); and H 3 (BG) is annihilated by multiplication by jGj; n can be taken to be jGj in the above de nition. For this de nition, it is not necessary that G be a p?group. We remark that 3 def (M ! M) is an integer. We will give a proof in x3.
We will be working with congruences modulo the odd prime p in the ring of all algebraic integers (over Z) after we have inverted 2r, where r is relatively prime to p: Let denote 8 ?1 4r :
Theorem 1. If G acts freely, then w r (M;J) 3def (M!M) (w r (M; J)) jGj (mod p):
Our equations in Theorems 1, 2 and 3 take place in R r =pR r : We may think of R r as polynomials in t with coe cients in 1 2r Z of degree less than (t): When multiplying such polynomial, one should use the t-th cyclotomic polynomial to rewrite the product as a polynomial in degree less than (t): Such a polynomial lies in pR r if and only if each of its coe cients maps to zero under the map 1 2r Z ! Z p given by reduction modulo p: For example we consider Theorem 1 with r = 5 applied to the free Z 3 action on S 3 with quotient L(3; 1): This action has defect 2. In this case t = 40; and the cyclotomic polynomial tells us to reduce to polynomials of degree less than 16 via t 16 = t 12 ? t 8 + t 4 ? 1:
We have:
w 5 (L(3; 1)) = 3 t + 2 3 20 We note that R r =pR r = Z t ]=pZ t ]: Let f be the smallest positive integer such that p f 1 (mod t): Z t ]=pZ t ] is the direct sum of (t)=f elds each with p f elements W, p.14]. It is important that the pth power map is the Frobenius automorphism of R r =pR r : So given w r (M;J) and def (M ! M); we can always solve uniquely for w r (M; J): Theorem 1 by itself will provide no obstruction to the existence of a free G-action on a given manifoldM:
If w r (M;J) 6 = 0 for an in nite collection of r prime to p then the values of w r (M;J); and w r (M; J) for this collection of r determine def (M ! M): This is not apriori clear. When the action is not free we have to restrict r to a few values, and we don't know an independent de nition of the exponent of : Theorems 2 and 3 by themselves will provide no obstruction to the existence of a G-action on a given manifoldM: Theorem 2. If r divides p 1 2 ; then for some integer ; one has w r (M;J) (w r (M; J)) jGj (mod p): If G is cyclic and acts semifreely and r divides jGj 1 2 ; the same conclusion holds.
We tie down the factor in a special case. Corollary 2. LetL be a n-periodic proper link in S 3 with quotient link L:
Let n = Q p s i i be the prime factorization of n: Suppose for each i; p s i i 1 (mod 8) ( for each i one may choose di erently), then
The period three action on the trefoil also shows the neccesity of the condition that p s i i 1 (mod 8):
In x2 we establish versions of Theorems 1 and 2 for the related Turaev-Viro invariants by adapting an argument which Murasugi used to study the bracket polynomial of periodic links M] . See also Traczyk's paper T] . In fact these theorems ( Theorems 4 and 5) are immediate corollaries of Theorems 1 and 2 but we prefer to give them direct proofs. The reason is that these proofs are simpler than the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. These proofs can be used to obtain analogous results for other invariants de ned by Turaev-Viro type state sums. Also Lemma 3, that we establish to prove Theorem 5, is used later in the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3.
In x3, we relate w r (M; J) to the TQFT de ned in BHMV]. We discuss p 1 -structures. We also rephrase Theorem 1 in terms of manifolds with p 1 -structure, and reduce the proof of Theorem 1 to the case G = Z p : We say that a regular Z p s -cover which is a quotient of a regular Z cover is a simple Z p scover. In x4, we derive Theorem 1 for simple Z p s -covers of closed manifolds.
This part of the argument applies generally to quantum invariants associated to any TQFT. We also obtain a version of Theorem 1 for simple Z p s -covers of manifolds whose boundary is a torus. In x5, we derive Theorem 1 in the case M is a lens space and G = Z p : In x6, we complete the proof of Theorem 1. One step is to show that ifM is a regular Z p -cover which is not a simple Z p -cover of M; then we may delete a simple closed curve in M so that the inverse image of M ? is a simple Z p -cover of M ? : In x7, we prove Theorem 2, Theorem 3, Corollary 1, and Corollary 2. x2 
Turaev-Viro invariants
We also want to consider the associated Turaev-Viro invariants, which one may de ne by tv r (M) = w r (M)w r (M) : Here conjugation is de ned by the usual conjugation de ned on the complex numbers. tv r (M) was rst de ned as a state sum by Turaev and Viro TV] , and later shown to be given by the above formula separately by Walker and Turaev. A very nice proof of this fact was given by Roberts R] . We will use a state sum de nition in the form used by Roberts. We pick a triangulation of M , and sum certain contributions over radmissible colorings C of the triangulation. A coloring of a triangulation assigns to each 1-simplex a nonnegative integral color less than r ? 1: The coloring is Proof. We pick our triangulation of the base so that the image of the xed point set is a one dimensional subcomplex. By Lemma 3, whether a colored simplex in the base lies in the image of a simplex with a smaller orbit or not it contributes the same amount modulo p to a product associated to an equivariant coloring. Thus the proof of Theorem 4 still goes through.
x3 Quantum invariants, p 1 -structures, and signature defects This agrees with w r (M; J) as de ned in the introduction. Assume now that M has been assigned a p 1 -structure. LetM be a regular G covering space. GiveM the induced p 1 -structure, obtained by pulling back the structure on M: The following lemma generalizes G2, 3.5]. It does not require that G be a p-group. Lemma 4. 3 def (M ! M) = jGj (M) ? (M) Proof. Pick a 4-manifold W with boundary jGj copies of M such that the cover extends. We may connect sum on further copies of C P (2) or C P(2) so that the p 1 -structure on M also extends. LetW be the associated cover of W with boundary jGj copies ofM: We have jGj (M) 
Using this lemma, we rewrite Theorem 1 in an equivalent form. The conclusion is simpler. On the other hand, the hypothesis involves the notion of a p 1 -structure. Since p 1 -structures are sometimes a stumbling block to novices, we stated our results in the introduction without reference to p 1 -structures. followed by the standard isomorphism. Here 1 denotes projection on the rst factor. We can always identify the boundary in this way.
LetÑ be the regular Z p s covering space given by p s; andJ the colored fat graph inÑ given by the inverse image of J: The boundary ofÑ is naturally identi ed withS 1 S 1 : Equip S 1 D 2 with a p 1 -structure extending the p 1 -structure that S 1 S 1 acquires as the boundary of N: Equip(S 1 ) D 2 with a p 1 -structure extending the p 1 -structure(S 1 ) S 1 acquires as the boundary ofÑ: This is the same p 1 -structure it gets as the cover of S 1 S 1 : We have We will need reciprocity for generalized Gauss sums in the form due to Siegel BE, Formula 2.8)]. Here is a slightly less general form which su ces for our purposes: We substitute this into a formula from G1, x2]. which is easily checked. For the rest of this section, we consider the case that m is even. In this case, q must be odd. First we use Dedekind reciprocity R, p.148 (69.6) 7.2 Proof of Theorem 2 for general p-groups. Now we assume r divides p 1 2 : Thus we have the congruence for every Z p action by 7.1. However we can write the projection fromM to M as a sequence of quotients of Z p action.
Proof of Theorem 3
In the argument of 7.1, if M is a homology sphere, and L is a knot K; then the longitude of K maps to zero under ; and P is obtained by zero framed surgery along L:M is a rational homology sphere, andP is obtained by zero framed surgery along the lift of K: The trace of both surgeries have signature zero. If we give M a p 1 -structure with invariant zero, then P also has a p 1 -structure with invariant zero. AlsoM andP have p 1 -structures with the same invariant.P has a p 1 -structure with invariant 3 def (P ! P) by Lemma 4, but this is ?3 p s (K). 
Proof of Corollary 1
We obtain Corollary 1 from Theorem 3 by taking M to be S 3 ; K to be the unknot and J to be L colored one with the framing given by a Seifert surface for J . Using KL, p. 7 
